
Simple Harmonic Motion
Force is proportional to the distance from equilibrium position and directed towards it
Acceleration during SHM not constant

Position, velocity, acceleration as function of time

Energy

Velocity given a position

SHM and Circular Motion

Relationship between w(angular frequency) and other stuff

Waves and oscillatory motion
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Pendulum
For small angles, the pendulum's motion can be modelled as SHM

For physical pendulums

Damped Oscillations
Non conservative forces such as friction and air resistance opposed the motion of oscillation in reality.
It is proportional to velocity
F = -bv

Amplitude decreases over time as shown by the exp term

If w^2 > 0 we call it underdamped
If w^2 = 0 it is critically damped
If w^2 < 0 it is overdamped

Principle of superpositon: if 2 or mre waves are moving through the same medium, then the resultant 
wave is the algebraic sum of the waves

As waves from from one medium to another
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Standing  wave: oscillatory pattern with a stationary outline that results from the superposition of two 
identical waves travelling  in opposite directions.
The particles that make up the medium undergo simple harmonic motion where the amplitude is given 
by 2Asin(kx)
Points that have maximum amplitude = antinode
Points that have zero amplitude = node

With fixed length, only the specific frequencies will produce standing waves. 
Fundamental frequency when n =1
When standing waves are set up in a system, we have resonance

Quantization: when only certain frequencies of oscillations are allowed, then the system is quantised

Pulse: is just like a small blast
When a pulse reflected off a fixed end, it is inverted.
When reflected from a free end, is not inverted

Longitudinal•
Moves in three dimensions•
Needs medium to travel•
Can be modellí as sinusoidal •

Sound Wave

Doppler Effect

Shock wave

Standing waves in air columns
Open end: must be a displacement antinode (pressure node)

Nth fundamental Frequency of pipe with 2 open ends
= n*velocity/wavelength      n= 1,2,3….
=n*velocity/2*Length

Nth fundamental frequency of pipe with 1 closed end 1 open end

Speed of Sound

density changes with temp so v will change with temp 
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Nth fundamental Frequency of pipe with 2 open ends
= n*velocity/wavelength      n= 1,2,3….
=n*velocity/2*Length

Nth fundamental frequency of pipe with 1 closed end 1 open end
= n*velocity/4*Length   n=1,3,5…
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